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Credit: Leeloo Thefirst from Pexels

If you were transported to the Moon this very instant, you would surely
and rapidly die. That's because there's no atmosphere, the surface
temperature varies from a roasting 130 degrees Celsius (266 F) to a bone-
chilling minus 170 C (minus 274 F). If the lack of air or horrific heat or
cold don't kill you then micrometeorite bombardment or solar radiation
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will. By all accounts, the Moon is not a hospitable place to be.

Yet if human beings are to explore the Moon and, potentially, live there
one day, we'll need to learn how to deal with these challenging
environmental conditions. We'll need habitats, air, food and energy, as
well as fuel to power rockets back to Earth and possibly other
destinations. That means we'll need resources to meet these
requirements. We can either bring them with us from Earth – an
expensive proposition – or we'll need to take advantage of resources on
the Moon itself. And that's where the idea of "in-situ resource
utilization," or ISRU, comes in.

Underpinning efforts to use lunar materials is the desire to establish
either temporary or even permanent human settlements on the Moon –
and there are numerous benefits to doing so. For example, lunar bases or
colonies could provide invaluable training and preparation for missions
to farther flung destinations, including Mars. Developing and utilizing 
lunar resources will likely lead to a vast number of innovative and exotic
technologies that could be useful on Earth, as has been the case with the 
International Space Station.
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https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/home/why_moon.html
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/home/inflatable-lunar-hab.html
https://medium.com/teamindus/why-launching-rockets-from-the-moon-is-our-ticket-to-a-home-on-mars-30bba878e9d8
https://medium.com/teamindus/why-launching-rockets-from-the-moon-is-our-ticket-to-a-home-on-mars-30bba878e9d8
https://www.nasa.gov/isru
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/moon-to-mars/overview
https://phys.org/tags/lunar+resources/
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/15_ways_iss_benefits_earth


 

  

A rendering of a possible lunar habitat, featuring elements printed in 3-D with
lunar soil. Credit: European Space Agency/Foster + Partners

As a planetary geologist, I'm fascinated by how other worlds came to be,
and what lessons we can learn about the formation and evolution of our
own planet. And because one day I hope to actually visit the Moon in
person, I'm particularly interested in how we can use the resources there
to make human exploration of the solar system as economical as
possible.

In-situ resource utilization

ISRU sounds like science fiction, and for the moment it largely is. This
concept involves identifying, extracting and processing material from the
lunar surface and interior and converting it into something useful: 
oxygen for breathing, electricity, construction materials and even rocket
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https://meas.sciences.ncsu.edu/people/pkbyrne/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_situ_resource_utilization
https://phys.org/tags/lunar+surface/
https://isru.nasa.gov/OxygenfromRegolith.html
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn14977-astronauts-could-mix-diy-concrete-for-cheap-moon-base/


 

fuel.

  
 

  

Artist’s impression of what lunar in-situ resource utilization might look like.
Credit: NASA

Many countries have expressed a renewed desire to go back to the Moon.
NASA has a multitude of plans to do so, China landed a rover on the
lunar farside in January and has an active rover there right now, and 
numerous other countries have their sights set on lunar missions. The
necessity of using materials already present on the Moon becomes more
pressing.

Anticipation of lunar living is driving engineering and experimental
work to determine how to efficiently use lunar materials to support
human exploration. For example, the European Space Agency is
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https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-expands-plans-for-moon-exploration-more-missions-more-science
http://www.planetary.org/blogs/jason-davis/change4-success.html
http://www.planetary.org/blogs/jason-davis/change4-success.html
https://www.space.com/42890-china-moon-far-side-rover-yutu-2-success.html
http://global.jaxa.jp/projects/sat/lunar_a/index.html
http://www.planetary.org/blogs/emily-lakdawalla/2017/1207-koreas-first-lunar-mission.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chandrayaan-2
https://phys.org/tags/lunar+materials/


 

planning to land a spacecraft at the lunar South Pole in 2022 to drill
beneath the surface in search of water ice and other chemicals. This
craft will feature a research instrument designed to obtain water from
the lunar soil or regolith.

There have even been discussions of eventually mining and shipping
back to Earth the helium-3 locked in the lunar regolith. Helium-3 (a non-
radioactive isotope of helium) could be used as fuel for fusion reactors
to produce vast amounts of energy at very low environmental cost –
although fusion as a power source has not yet been demonstrated, and
the volume of extractable helium-3 is unknown. Nonetheless, even as the
true costs and benefits of lunar ISRU remain to be seen, there is little
reason to think that the considerable current interest in mining the Moon
won't continue.

  
 

  

Apollo 17 astronaut Harrison H. Schmitt standing beside a boulder on the lunar
surface. Credit: NASA
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http://exploration.esa.int/moon/59102-about-prospect/
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lunarisru2019/pdf/5020.pdf
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lunarisru2019/pdf/5020.pdf
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/harnessing-power-from-the-moon
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/harnessing-power-from-the-moon
https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Preparing_for_the_Future/Space_for_Earth/Energy/Helium-3_mining_on_the_lunar_surface
https://thewire.in/the-sciences/why-are-we-going-over-the-moon-on-helium-3-all-over-again
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0309133314567585
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-32762-9_1
https://isruinfo.com/public/
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lunarisru2019/


 

It's worth noting that the Moon may not be a particularly suitable
destination for mining other valuable metals such as gold, platinum or 
rare earth elements. This is because of the process of differentiation, in
which relatively heavy materials sink and lighter materials rise when a
planetary body is partially or almost fully molten.

This is basically what goes on if you shake a test tube filled with sand
and water. At first, everything is mixed together, but then the sand
eventually separates from the liquid and sinks to the bottom of the tube.
And just as for Earth, most of the Moon's inventory of heavy and
valuable metals are likely deep in the mantle or even the core, where
they're essentially impossible to access. Indeed, it's because minor bodies
such as asteroids generally don't undergo differentiation that they're such
promising targets for mineral exploration and extraction.
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https://geology.com/articles/rare-earth-elements/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_differentiation


 

Artist’s impression of the collision between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized
object. Credit: NASA/JPL-CALTECH/T. Pyle

Lunar formation

Indeed, the Moon holds a special place in planetary science because it is
the only other body in the solar system where human beings have set foot
. The NASA Apollo program in the 1960s and 70s saw a total of 12
astronauts walk, bounce and rove on the surface. The rock samples they
brought back and the experiments they left there have enabled a greater
understanding of not only our Moon, but of how planets form in general,
than would ever have been possible otherwise.

From those missions, and others over the ensuing decades, scientists
have learned a great deal about the Moon. Instead of growing from a
cloud of dust and ice as the planets in the solar system did, we've
discovered that our nearest neighbor is probably the result of a giant
impact between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized object. That collision
ejected a huge volume of debris, some of which later coalesced into the
Moon. From analyses of lunar samples, advanced computer modeling
and comparisons with other planets in the solar system, we've learned
among many other things that colossal impacts could be the rule, not the
exception, in the early days of this and other planetary systems.

Carrying out scientific research on the Moon would yield dramatic
increases in our understanding of how our natural satellite came to be,
and what processes operate on and within the surface to make it look the
way it does.

The coming decades hold the promise of a new era of lunar exploration,
with humans living there for extended periods of time enabled by the
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https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRqHubCtKmE
https://curator.jsc.nasa.gov/lunar/
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/lunar/missions/apollo/apollo_11/experiments/
http://hubblesite.org/hubble_discoveries/discovering_planets_beyond/how-do-planets-form
http://hubblesite.org/hubble_discoveries/discovering_planets_beyond/how-do-planets-form
https://www.space.com/19275-moon-formation.html
https://www.space.com/19275-moon-formation.html
https://www.iflscience.com/space/giant-impacts-planet-formation-and-search-life-elsewhere/


 

extraction and use of the Moon's natural resources. With steady,
determined effort, then, the Moon can become not only a home to future
explorers, but the perfect stepping stone from which to take our next
giant leap.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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